
Towers, Tunnels and Turrets —Buildings in the past, were they made to last? 

be using ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’ as our text focus to support us in developing our 
reading and writing skills.  We will be identifying and writing the four different 
sentence types: statements, questions, exclamation and commands 
as well as using expanded noun phrases and a range of conjunctions.  
 

be developing our number knowledge, focussing on place value and reading and 
writing numbers to at least 100 in numerals and in words.  We will be using  
Numicon and practical resources to support us with demonstrating our Maths 
knowledge.  We will also be practising different strategies for the four operations 
and solving problems related to all of the operations; addition, subtraction, mul-
tiplication and division.  We will be recognising and writing fractions 
and building on our 2D and 3D shapes knowledge as well as learning 
about measures in different contexts, including telling the time.   

As scientists we will: As historians we will: 

be identifying and comparing the uses of everyday mate-
rials.  We will link this to our DT learning so that we 
choose the most effective materials to build castles.  We 
will also find out how the shapes of solid objects can be 
changed by squashing, bending, twisting and stretching.     

be finding out about The Great Fire of London and learning lots of facts about this significant event in our 
history.   We will enjoy learning about Samuel Pepys and find out why he is regarded as a significant per-
son.   We will also be learning about The Gunpowder Plot and Guy Fawkes, linking this to our celebrations 
of  Bonfire Night in modern times.  We will learn about the features of a castle and the people who lived in 
them.  
 

As artists we will: 

use our sketching skills to draw a famous London land-
mark.  We will use our peer critique skills to improve 
our sketches in preparation for our final draft.   
 

As designers we will: 

designing and making a Tudor house which will 
contribute towards our class model of Pudding 
Lane.   

Our project outcome: 

The Key Stage One Christmas Nativity.   

“Aim High and be a Star “ 

As writers we will: As mathematicians we will cover: 

Project overview:  Year Two will be finding out about buildings from the past,  
focussing on the features of a castle.  This will be supported by a visit to Stafford Castle at the 
beginning of the topic.  They will also be learning about Guy Fawkes and The Great Fire of  
London.   

Our project audience will be: 

our parents, family and friends! 
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